corporate PRICE Guide

twenty eighteen

it's all about

you
Whether you are looking for the perfect casual
portrait for an editorial piece, or an approachable
classic head shot for your business website or
your LinkedIn page,
Irina Nilsson Photography will always deliver
images custom tailored to YOU.
Understanding what you need, is my superpower.
High Quality Customised Images is my product.
Making YOU happy is my goal.

Image for Expat Hair

hourly
Editorial S$ 180/h
Commercial S$ 240/h

Minimum 2 hours.
Hourly rate includes: On location photography,
Editing of images. High Resolution Edited Images.
Email me with details at: info@irinanilsson.com to
get an accurate quote on time needed for
photography, editing and delivery.

Image for infinity sails

it's all about

Personality

...what is your style?
I believe in working closely together to achieve the look and
feel that you want. The look that portrays you and what you
and your company are about.
Many things factor in for a successful shot. It's all about the
location, the time of day, what you wear, and how I shoot of
course. Some clients already have something specific in mind,
but just as often others might need a little help on the way,
and that's okay. That's what I'm good at. I know what questions
to ask, where to go and what works for the look that you want.
Whether you are looking for light airy candid lifestyle photos,
or more gritty, film like editorial images, I will tailor the shoot
to suit your personality.

photo

sessions
Corporate Portrait S$ 250
Photography session on location for one person,
including 3 High Resolution Edited Images of your
choosing in both Color and Black&White.

Additional Pax S$75
For head shots of more than one person, please
add S$75 per image/person. (Always delivered in
both Color and Black&White).

Group Photo S$250
Tara for Sassy Mama

Corporate Group photo on location. 1 Fully Edited
Image in High Resolution in both Color and Black
& White. Additional groups S$ 150/ group

about me and my

work

After working for different studios and as a freelance
photographer for a few years I started Irina Nilsson
Photography in Sweden in 2010.
Life later led our paths to Singapore and since 2013 we
have been living on the Little Red Dot. My company and
skills naturally moved with me and I have continued my
photography work here in Singapore, catering to both
corporate and private clients.
When I'm not busy working, I like to spend time in the
climbing gym with my family working my way up a wall.

..but I don't like to stand in
front of a camera
You will never have to worry when booking a
photoshoot with me. My shoots are always relaxed and I
make sure that my clients feel comfortable and have a
good time. Not only can I help you with advice on
suitable colors and patterns for your clothes before the
shoot, but when you are in front of my camera I will
gently guide you how to stand, sit, lean, or what to do
with your hands and make sure that you feel comfortable
and look approachable. We will take both smiling and
more serious photos to give you a wide variety to
choose from, and I will make sure that the images feel
natural and that you are pleased with the result.

CONTACTinformation
email: info@irinanilsson.com
Phone: +65 8138 9389
www.irinanilsson.com

